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Many of the images that appear in Thomas Eggerer's paintings and drawings are oddly familiar. This is not because they depict momentous events, nor because they take on the look of a particular aspect of visual culture, like, say, contemporary fashion photography. Their familiarity belongs to the prosaic register of surplus images that float past us in an unstoppable flood of daily newspapers, assorted magazines, movies and television programs. Eggerer's eye is drawn to details that become, in his hands, reservoirs of uneasy atmosphere and peculiar feeling. Eggerer's subjects are diverse: helicopters in flight; a tennis lesson; the conductor of an orchestra; a hike in the woods; kids playing in a fountain, or on stairs leading to an apartment building. Clearly, these scenes are not observed directly from life, but from photographs lovingly culled from back issues of National Geographic and the like. There is no claim, in Eggerer's work, to present "authentic" experience, either on the level of naturalistic observation or painterly illusion. His paintings never let us forget their own artificiality. Even the "unfinished" parts of a canvas are artfully painted to such effect. Eggerer, who edits and recombines elements from his sources, has commented that in choosing the figures he attempts to "find the right staff for a painting." This metaphor of work reveals the extent to which the artist calibrates his effects down to the finest detail; each figure plays a precise and critical role.

Thomas Eggerer's paintings and drawings invite us to experience a series of paradoxical relations. His pictures are figurative yet more or less abstract at the same time; his figures are specific individuals yet they remain anonymous; his images appear fragmented and unfinished yet are formally resolved and visually satisfying; his subjects and painting style are relatively unexpressive (lacking grand scale, expressionist gestures or focal actions) yet his works are emotionally resonant.

Consider, for example, *The Tennis Lesson*, 2000, in which a group of children are arrayed on a tennis court. They all appear to be acting independently, swinging their rackets in anticipation of balls we cannot see. Their mutually disconnected yet individually focused placement disregards the logic of the court suggesting, instead, the organizing principle of an unseen coach. (Similarly, in the thematically related paintings of a tennis coach, he is depicted in isolation from his students.) The spatial relationships in this picture are further complicated by the abstract, patterned ground on which the figurative elements float. The exaggerated perspectival space of the court is contradicted by flat, camouflage-like blobs that might also be read as strangely stylized shadows. These tensions between figure and ground, between individual and group and between leader and followers are recurring motifs in Eggerer’s art. As is frequently the case in the group pictures, one figure in particular holds our attention. In the center of the picture, larger than his fellows, stands a boy holding his racket fully extended, precipitously ready to swing forward. The racket is nearly the size of the child, whose wrong-footed stance is decidedly unathletic. His features are expressionless and indistinct, neither soliciting nor receiving a sentimentally empathic response. The atmosphere of *The Tennis Lesson* is even more curious if we consider how antithetical it is to the familiar cliché of carefree images of children learning or playing sports. There is nothing joyful in Eggerer’s carefully restricted palette of cloying colors and flesh tones.

*Hiking Trail*, 2002, another group painting, allows us even less access to the individuality of its members, all of whom we see only from behind or the side as they shelter beneath their raincoats. Here again, the scene is full of contradictions. Finely modulated details of the figures on the trail contrast with the loosely painted and incomplete ground, which dissolves entirely into an untethered plane of drips and abstract marks. This trudging, sodden march is among Eggerer’s brightest compositions, where a pale gray mid ground is enlivened by the line-up of cheerfully colored raincoats under an orange sky. Again, Eggerer plays with flatness and depth. His hikers do not seem to decrease in size as they venture along the receding trail, which itself appears to lead in a circular fashion.
Eggerer also depicts single figures and objects, including a series of helicopters. In *Dauphin*, 2000, the cartoon-like, unfinished profile of the camouflaged helicopter plays off a background of vertical and horizontal elements that suggest the movement of its blades. The helicopter is, however, entirely static, its lumbering mass in seeming contradiction of its airborne location (the artist’s recent drawing of pelicans betrays a similar fascination with improbable flight). *Dauphin* may be interestingly compared to *The Conductor I*, 2002; both signify, in their different ways, a stereotypical masculine prowess. Like the helicopter, the conductor hovers in space, his lower torso having dissolved in a painterly meltdown. His formal attire and iconic gesture are not enough to forestall the risk of a vertiginous implosion. What if the conductor is all alone; what if there is no audience, no orchestra? Could they have melted away like the body of the conductor himself? We begin to see the doubleness with which all of Eggerer’s subjects are imbued. The awkward tennis player’s flailing arms, the lumbering helicopter’s frozen blades, and the isolated conductor’s grasp of empty space are all indications of an attempted mastery that cannot escape the shadow of failure.

Thomas Eggerer’s work does not exploit the traditional humanist model of projective identification, where, for example, a portrait seeks to offer us a “window onto the soul” of its subject. Nevertheless, Eggerer does enable us to identify with the subjective states that his images evoke. Indeed the power of Eggerer’s art lies in its ability to allegorize those anxious feelings and ambivalent emotional responses that often define our experiences in the world: the disturbing sense of individual alienation from the group; the performance anxiety of participation in the public sphere; the artificiality of socially proscribed gender roles; the dynamics of social control, from subtle forms of


surveillance to figures of direct authority. At the same time, Eggerer is attuned to the psychic mechanisms of control and escape, expressed in elusive aspirations to mastery of the self and the world.

What makes Thomas Eggerer’s art both pleasurable and compelling is the way his thematic concerns are expressed through the formal attributes of his painting. As we are disturbed by “incomplete” areas, strange colors and contradictory spaces, we are also enthralled by the devices that give Eggerer’s pictures a satisfying coherence – all the more so because of their counter-intuitive nature. There is often a lightness and musicality to be found, from the theme-and-variation color play of Hiking Trail to the rhythmic and transparent chromatic punctuation of National Park, 2002. Complexities of architecture, perspective and pattern are skillfully negotiated in works such as The Fountain, 2002, and The Stairs, 2002. Yet, the ironic humor and lightness of painterly touch that Eggerer brings to bear only sharpen the acerbic after-taste of his work. Above all, Eggerer’s formal solutions avoid the obvious as he develops the possibility of a critically engaged painting based on a sophisticated blend of historically informed ambition, disarming technical skill, highly developed sensibility and subtle visual wit.
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